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The wonderful stories and H.J. Ford's dazzling illustrations are preserved on specially milled, acid-neutral paper that will not yellow or dull with age.

The pages are not merely glued but Smyth-sewn into the binding. The glowing gilded page ends add beauty and durability.

The work of uniquely skilled American master craftsmen with an uncompromising commitment to excellence, the leather-bound Collector Edition *The Arabian Nights Entertainments* is a volume that will delight — and make a perfect gift for — any fan of classic stories, illustration or book design.

Your satisfaction is guaranteed.

The leather-bound Collector Edition *The Arabian Nights Entertainments* is available only from Easton Press. But because we sell directly to our readers, this beautiful illustrated book is very affordable at four monthly installments of only $49 each (which includes all shipping and service).

And Easton Press guarantees your complete satisfaction. Examine this delightful volume without risk or commitment. If for any reason it fails to satisfy, simply return it within 30 days and we will promptly replace it or refund your money.

These meticulously handcrafted volumes can only be made in limited numbers — and we can offer the Collector Edition *The Arabian Nights Entertainments* only on a "first-come, first-served" basis, so please, reserve your copy today to avoid disappointment. Simply return the enclosed Reservation Application — or you can order anytime by calling our toll-free number, 1-800-367-4534, or visiting us at www.eastonpress.com/ArabianNights.

For Easton Press,

Judy Tat
Dear Reader,

A condemned queen, Scheherazade, must every night begin a new story so fascinating that the King, in order to learn the story’s end, will postpone her execution another day…

Such is the premise of *The Arabian Nights*, the thousand-year-old Arabic collection of ancient tales whose innovative storytelling, mixture of reality and wild fantasy, and beloved characters such as Aladdin and the seafaring adventurer Sindbad have made it among the most influential works in world literature.

And for generations, these tales have enchanted young readers thanks to the beloved 1898 illustrated version by groundbreaking folktale editor Andrew Lang.


**The classic 1898 illustrated *Arabian Nights***

Victorian scholar, author and editor Andrew Lang transformed attitudes toward traditional folktales with his beautifully written, illustrated and crafted *deluxe* volumes of legends from around the world. Today, Lang’s version of *The Arabian Nights* continues to delight readers of all ages — and copies of the 1898 *The Arabian Nights Entertainments* are increasingly valued by rare book collectors.

*The Arabian Nights Entertainments*, like all of Andrew Lang’s “fairy books,” owes much of its enduring appeal to H.J. Ford’s enchanting illustrations. Ford brought an innovative Pre-Raphaelite romance, magic and drama to the portrayal of fantastic creatures and worlds, and his 66 exquisite illustrations for *The Arabian Nights* have been avidly studied by illustrators and graphic artists for over a century.

A re-creation of Lang’s deluxe 1898 “large paper” edition, the Collector Edition *The Arabian Nights Entertainments* offers the book in luxurious larger sized pages that allow for spacious margins. And as with the original 1898 deluxe edition, each Collector Edition volume comes with a custom-designed fitted slipcase to preserve and protect this gorgeous illustrated book.


In re-creating the 1898 “large paper” *The Arabian Nights Entertainments*, Easton Press has produced a Collector Edition that displays the classic design and meticulous craftsmanship that distinguish the fine picture books of the late Victorian Age. Every element of the Collector Edition’s design, material and workmanship is the very finest.

The binding is of premium leather, selected for beauty and permanence, with titles and decorative inlays of pure 22kt gold, and a spine braced by the traditional raised “hubs.”
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